
Negotiating 

If we were to take a survey on how many entrepreneurs have equipped themselves with negotiation 

skills, the poll would probably reveal less than 10 percent because seldom do entrepreneurs 

consider the importance of a skilful negotiator. Negotiating is one of those frequently over looked 

skill sets but the ability to sway a decision your direction is invaluable.  

By definition, negotiating is two or more parties sitting down and discussing in order to bring about a 

mutually beneficial out come. It is ironing out obstacles, differences and disputes for the purpose of 

reaching an agreement. Now I have always found that a win/win situation, where all parties believe 

they got a great deal is an ideal outcome; but that is not always the case. Sometimes and very often, 

one party will walk away with a win and the other a lose and sometimes there is no winner at all, 

where no agreement is reached. 

In my opinion that should never happen, if two parties came to the table in the first place which 

meant they were both interested in the deal and if an agreement was not reached then there was a 

lack of negotiating ability on the entrepreneur’s part. Negotiating is usually the last phase of the deal 

making process after one has proposed and enticed the other party with an idea or partnership. 

Thereafter all that is left is to close the deal; which is when the ability to negotiate takes precedence. 

Every entrepreneur must be able to negotiate; it is the difference between signing on the dotted line 

or not. 

Now some say negotiating is an art and some say it is a science but I think it is both. There is a 

certain persona necessary to be a good negotiator; being confident, a quick thinker, bold and 

relentless, are some of the characteristics that come to mind but above all; preparation is key. No 

matter how confident or relentless you may be, if you are unprepared, you will not win. Secondly, 

you must have your bottom line. The bottom line in a negotiation scenario is the very last detail you 

are willing to compromise, after which the deal won’t make cents. 

The objective is to sway decisions your way; it is to skilfully manoeuvre yourself in to a favourable 

position by being tactical and astute. There will come instances where you will need to get creative 

and some may view certain creative negotiation tactics as manipulative and what we may view as 

manipulation is debateable. Whether you chose to be manipulative or not is your decision, but the 

objective for you is to come out with the best possible deal you can get. At the end of the day that is 

what business is all about, looking for deals and getting the best possible deal in order for you to 

make a meaningful profit.  
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